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Get an end-
to-end view
into your IT
estate in one
single place

W
hen
operating in
the high-

pressure environment of
capital markets, ensuring
your business-critical
systems are always on is
not optional.

You need to avoid costly
outages, protect your
revenue and keep your
IT infrastructure resilient,
even in times of high
demand. As a buy side
player, you need to do all
this while dealing with
extremely large volumes
of data, high exposure to
financial risk

and unpredictable
transaction volumes.

The increasing
complexity of capital
markets paired with
complete reliance on
technology can cause
lack of visibility into
liquidity costs and trade
efficiency, which can
deteriorate the
performance and
profitability of buy side
organizations.

In fact, without proper
data analysis, traders
are left blind to their
exposure to risk, which

can lead to large
financial losses. Having
complete visibility into
the end-to-end
transactions and
associated business
processes provides buy
side organizations with
the tools needed to
analyze the cost,
performance, and risk
associated with each
transaction.

Implementing the right
data collection and analysis
strategy gives traders the
tools to execute the most
efficient trades, as risk-free
and quickly as possible.



. This is where ITRS
Group comes in. We
have over 20 years’
experience
supporting firms
operating in capital
markets with our
real-time monitoring
and analytics
solutions, and we
understand that the
stakes are even
higher for buy side
institutions. Here’s
how we can help
your business:

End-to-end visibility through
dynamic dashboards

Our dynamic dashboards react instantly to data changes and are highly customisable,
allowing you to build your own view of complex business processes for different
audiences, including technical and business users. They give you real-time observability
over your infrastructure, applications, trading execution and asset management, and can
help you map your business-critical processes to ensure they’re always on, supporting
business continuity and regulatory compliance.



.

Data processing & market data feeds

In the data-driven and data-heavy environment of buy side trading, the ability to access
and analyse data in real time is key. Furthermore, accessing market data feeds allows
portfolio managers to make the right decisions at the right time by understanding
market trends that can help shape their investment decisions. ITRS gives you real-time,
easy to digest visibility into your own data, as well as access to the market data you
need to make profitable and reduced risk decisions about your funds.

Full oversight of trade execution and asset management

ITRS gives you an end-to-end view over your trade execution, asset allocation, settling
and clearing, ensuring your trading processes are running consistently and compliantly.
By monitoring the hierarchical mappings between different services and technology
components, we can support the performance and reliability of all your trading and
asset management systems, showing you how they’re doing in real time.



Reducing technological risk

We know buy side businesses often run many bespoke
applications for their portfolio managers. These
applications operate in real time and are mission critical
to the operations of the business. At ITRS, we provide
observability into these applications, ensuring availability
and business operations’ continuity.

Integration and interoperability

ITRS Geneos integrates seamlessly across different
technologies, with over 100 preconfigured, out-of-the-
box plugins. This gives you the flexibility to integrate with
open-source systems and create a monitoring solution
that can respond to change quickly and is tailored to your
specific needs.



Auto-resolution of issues before they impact critical processes

Identify, diagnose and resolve issues before they impact your business performance.
You can drill down from high-level to detailed views and request more information
during the investigation and triage of issues. You can then automate corrective actions,
ensuring problems are detected and resolved before they impact your bottom line or
your ability to meet regulatory requirements.



Geneos was built with capital markets in mind, to
support the most complex and interconnected IT estates
through real-time monitoring and data analysis for
transactions, processes, applications and infrastructure.
Get real-time visibility across on-prem, cloud and highly
dynamic containerised environments, protecting your
funds’ performance and your revenue. FIND OUT MORE

https://www.itrsgroup.com/products/geneos
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